
Pleated Face Mask 

Supplies: 

Two - 7”x 9” fabrics                                                                                                                                                                        

Two - 7” pieces of narrow elastic OR four 18” to 20” pieces of shoestrings, cording, ribbon or make your own 

narrow fabric cording.                                                                                                                                                                                  

Optional - pipe Cleaners or longer plastic-coated twist ties.  

Let’s talk fabrics. 100% cotton is most breathable. Quality counts! Batiks are tightly woven and ideal. If you use 

flannels, you should probably pre-shrink them first. Left-over wide quilt backings ARE NOT ideal because they 

are loosely woven. Cheap fabrics are thinner and more loosely woven. IF you use flannel, looser woven or 

cheaper fabrics of any kind, pre-shrink them so they tighten up a bit.... That way the mask won’t shrink after 

you make it!! The mask should feel comfortable and it should be easy to breathe when you have it on.  

I am putting a layer of pre-shrunk flannel and a layer of batik in the ones I’m making. You can also mix a flannel 

with a regular woven cotton fabric. To me, just two layers of regular cotton seems thin. But if it’s all you have 

make them anyways. A lot of the people will be using these fabric masks overtop of the N95 hospital masks, so 

it will help the N95 last longer.  

When donating these to a hospital they will immediately wash them in hot water before they are used so 

don’t worry about washing them after making them. If you are making them for other places check their 

requirements and their needs before making them. (Nursing homes, ambulance, clinics, etc) 

Instructions: 

• Lay one of the fabrics right side up. On the 7” side of the fabric pin one end of the elastic 3/8” down 

from the top and the other end of the elastic 3/8” from the bottom. Make sure the elastic is not 

twisted. Repeat on the other 7” side. If you are using ribbon, shoestring or other ties, use four, one in 

each place you would have put the elastic. 

• Place the other fabric piece face down on the other piece and add a few pins.  

• Stitch all the way around, backstitching at each piece of elastic or each tie. Leave a 3” opening on one 

of the 9” side for turning the mask right side out.  

• Gently clip the corners. Turn right side out and press.  

• If you are using a pipe cleaner or plastic-coated twist tie, bend each end over about ¾”-1” and twist to 

leave a loop on each end. (this will keep the metal from pushing through the fabric) After twisting, the 

wire length should be at least 3 ½”- 4” long. 

• Insert the pipe cleaner/twist tie inside the opening and push or shake it to the edge of the 9” sewn 

side. Once it is by the 9” seam, make sure it is centered right to left. 

• Pin the 3” opening closed and then starting at the 9” (wire) side, sew 1/8” seam all the way around the 

outside. Backstitch the four spots where the elastic/straps are to reinforce.  

• When you get back around to the 9” “wire” side, sew a ¼” seam to encasing the “wire”.  

• Recheck that the wire is in the center of the casing and carefully sew across each end of the wire to 

catch the loop. You may want to hand crank this so that you don’t break a needle. Secure the ends 

well. 

• Next create three 5/8” tucks on each 7” side of the mask. Make sure they are folded in the same 

direction on each side. Sew each side twice to reinforce pleats and ties. 

Super Job!!! 


